
$72K+ raised

Celebrating our most challenging
and innovative season yet!

BACKCOUNTRY FiLM

FESTiVAL 2020-21

3K+ households

51 virtual screenings

34 backcountry hosts
fundraising for local policy work,

advocacy efforts, & education

Submitted by BCFF Host, El Sendero

Submitted by BCFF Host, Montana
Backcountry Alliance

across 47 states & 3 countries

for backcountry groups tuned in for a virtual show

Submitted by BCFF Host, Montana
Wilderness Association

100K+ reach
via screenings, social media +

BCFF website
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Thank you!

Contact Melinda with any questions or requests for
further information: mquick@winterwildlands.org.
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Our mission is to manifest the power of humans and
their spirit. Our hosts and attendees attest to that

mission in their quotes below.

Nordic Ski Club of Fairbanks
"The Backcountry Film Festival brings more human power and

heart to the film world than many of the larger more well
known outdoor film festivals and people love that sincerity." 

Thalia N.(New Mexico)

"Each film told stories in a way that made me feel like I was
right there with them and each story made me want to plan
my next outdoor adventure."

"The hosting process was smooth and film content
exceptional. Virtual screenings are a wonderful way to keep 

the community engaged during this challenging time, and the
NWAC community appreciated the screening as a whole!"

Wyoming Wilderness Association
"One of the best parts of our jobs in the non-profit conservation

world is bringing people together, seeing old friends and making new
connections. Even in a pandemic, BCFF brings joy to our constituents,

helps us raise money and awareness of pressing issues and the crew
at WWA is super friendly and easy to work with. This is one of our

favorite events every year." 

Max B.(Colorado)

Northwest Avalanche Center

"Watching from the comfort of our own home was such a
game changer this winter! We were able to watch and get in
the skin track just hours later. Even cooler to see the
community of partners that supported this program in the
weirdest of years. Thank you!"


